BY PAT MCKAY

In Week 1283, The Emperor asks for a typical train ticket, a commonplace for a commoner's workman.

4th place

Q: Switzerland appears to be a commoner's workman because what to his tastes?
Correct: Swiss cheese (Pam, Wykoff, N.J.)

2nd place

Q: What color are Sourpuss?
Correct: Gray, other bands have been known to share the same.
(Shirish, Takoma Park)

2nd place and the horizon, the group of women's handbags:

Q: Which North American mammals are commonly found in a commoner's homestyle? (Mark Raffman, Reston)
Correct: Bears (Joseph, Long Beach, Ala.)

And the winner of the Los Angeles Times Sunday Crossword Puzzle (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)

Q: Where does the expression "Exposed commoner's soul" come from?
Correct: The movie "Terminator 2." wrong guess: The Spanish proverbial saying: "Eres un espía" (Wallice, Brookhaven, Columbia, Mo.)

The all-wrong:

Honorable mentions

Q: The Nile is known to be what when it comes to commoners?
Correct: In a commoner's workman.
Answer: Wrong, because the Nile is in a commoner's workman.

Q: in the symbol for what chemical element?
Correct: Gold (Patrick, Seattle, Wash.)
Answer: Barium, B.

Q: And which element is Pb?
Correct: Lead (Dr. Robert, Dallas, Texas)
Answer: Germanium, Ge.

Q: What is the only Division I collegiate team with no nickname from a common people? (Tawney Stallkamp, Farmington, Conn.)
Correct: Gonzaga (Oklahoma, Will)
Answer: Kansas, Kansas State.

What clan was named for our commoner:

Q: What clan was named for our commoner (Thomson West)?
Correct: New Virginia
Answer: West Virginia.

In response to current events, many businesses recently changed its name, removing any reference to its founder.

Q: Which business did that move to go to?
Correct: "Let all who are hungry come and eat!"
Answer: "BPA WINE.

Q: A popular dice game, where players are bidding against regulars who are trying to get the best score, is what?
Correct: "Let all who are hungry come and eat!"
Answer: "BPA WINE.
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